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Metal Additive Manufacturing (AM) using Laser Powder Bed Fusion (LPBF) is arguably 
today a black-box operated by skilled artisan practitioners with little to no insight into the 
process or feedback to the process engineer. Most every AM practitioner or machine 
manufacturer is today “looking” (in-process monitoring) at the process but no one is 
“seeing” (in-process quality assurance™) what is taking place inside the process nor taking 
action with the available in-process thermal data from the melt pool. The thermal history of 
the melt pool is directly available at the heat source/material interaction zone (i.e., at the 
beam focal point where the energy source impinges the metal powder. In some instances, 
regulatory agencies such as the FDA recommend that the temperature data at this interaction 
zone can be used as a reference point for process validation.

This study was conducted using Ti-6Al-4V material and 
an EOS M290 machine outfitted with Sigma Labs’ 
PrintRite3D® System hardware and software complete 
with optical and thermal non-contact sensors. The 
experimental approach was initially conducted for single 
bead on plate (Figure 2) trials using a range of parametric 
inputs for laser power and speed as listed in Table 1.  The 
in-process data was collected at 50,000 samples per 
second for each of eight (8) data channels, and underwent 
a million-fold data reduction (TB/GB to MB/KB).

In this presentation, the melt pool is shown to be the fundamental building block or “control volume” that is interrogated and from which quality 
metrics were derived. Such quality metric data is valuable to process engineers to gain insight into process consistency and repeatability. The melt pool 
metric data is collected independently from the machine and its open loop actions. This melt pool thermal metric data is useful to characterize the 
process space, establish a process window and an optimum Energy Density Isopleth™ (EDI™), as well as to qualify and validate the process (Figure 
1). Ultimately, melt pool thermal metric data is used to establish objective evidence of compliance to part specification requirements and as a means to 
control the process through adaptive feedback control. 

This study reports on spatial and temporal quantitative, in-process quality metric™ (IPQM®) data based on interrogation of 
“attributes of the process”, i.e., the melt pool, not “attributes of the part”. These IPQM®s are inferred from in-process dynamical 
behaviors of the melt pool at a scan, layer and part level. Effects on the melt pool energy balance are first considered and 
understood before mining sensor trace data from the melt pool for representative in-process thermal-history metric data. This 
metric data is then used to generate real-time 2D trend plots of melt pool behavior as a function of process input variables (laser 
power and laser scan speed). An alloy-specific process map is generated for a titanium-base alloy using variations in laser power, 
laser scan speed, quantitative post-inspection data (density), and the associated, independently measured in-process quality 
metric™ data from the melt pool. It is the independently derived IPQM® (aka, Thermal Energy Density™ - TED™) data that 
was the missing piece of the correlation function, not the machine knob settings, that allowed for the generation of a preliminary 
“Quality Envelope” or Process Window comprised of in-process and post-inspection quality metric data. By doing so, it is 
possible to establish a statistical correlation and digital link between the in-situ dynamic behaviors of the melt pool and post-
inspection quality metric data and create real-time closed-loop process control. 

Table 1: Parametric Energy Inputs for 
single bead on plate articles made using a 

30µm layer thickness

Figure 1: Process Space Map Using an Energy Density Isopleth™
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Figure 9: PV Space Map populated with in-process metric 
data (TED™) and associated photomicrographs of selected 

specimens.

Figure 11: Correlation Plot of TED™ vs GED which includes 
photomicrographs of select specimens from Figure 9.

Figure 12: Correlation Plot of Density vs TED™ which 
includes photomicrographs of select specimens from Figure 9.

Figure 13: Correlation of TED™ vs Speed for a range of laser 
power settings which includes photomicrographs of select 

specimens from Figure 9.

Figure 14: Correlation plot for TED™ vs Power for a range of 
scanning speeds which includes photomicrographs of select 

specimens from Figure 9.
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Figure 4: Photomacrograph of a 
cross section through one bead of 
Specimen 14 made using a GED of 
4.33 J/mm², Power = 364W, Speed = 
600 mm/s with a TED™ response 
value of 77 P/d²

Figure 5: Photomacrograph of a cross section through one 
bead of Specimen 6 made using a GED of 1.67 J/mm², 
Power = 280W, Speed = 1200 mm/s with a TED™ response 
value of 32 P/d²

Figure 6: Photomacrograph of a cross section thorugh 
one bead of Specimen 3 made using a GED of 0.90 
J/mm², Power = 196W, Speed = 1560 mm/s with a 
TED™ response value of 16 P/d²

Figure 7: PV Space Map with TED™

Figure 8: Correlation plot of TED™ vs GED

Figure 2: Single Bead on Plate Test Article. Each 
article contains three identical beads.

Table 2: Selected Parametric Energy Inputs for Right Circular cylinders 
made using a 30µm layer thickness

Figure 3: CAD image of 
right circular cylinder

These experiments have demonstrated that IPQM® data (TED™) exhibits a strong correlation to post-inspection data (density). Furthermore, it has been demonstrated the ability 
to use in-process quality metric data (TED™) to define regions of processing space (in lieu of process input energy) to define an optimum process window and part density. 
Quantitative metallographic analysis supports the finding that an IPQM® metric like TED™ can be used to determine if a process is operating in a repeatable and consistent 
manner. Furthermore, by defining an optimal TED™ value, closed loop process control based on the optimal TED™ value can be used to maintain consistent process operation 
and therefore part properties even under the influence of unmeasurable disturbing inputs such as variations in machine performance or part geometry.

Metallurgical photomicrographs of single 
bead experiments are shown in Figures 4, 
5, and 6. Analysis of microstructures leads 
to the generation of a process 
Power/Velocity (PV) space map shown in 
Figure 7. The space map when populated 
with TED™ IPQM® data identifies 
discrete regions of process space 
exhibiting part characteristics such as 
keyholing, conduction, and lack of fusion.

The results of various PV input processing parameters, density measurements, metallographic analysis and 
TED™ IPQM® data are shown in Figures 9-14. Figures 9 is a PV space map populated with TED™ IPQM® 
data and qualitative metallographic images at various PV process inputs and shows both TED™ and part 
density vary with combinations of P and V. Figure 10 shows example microstructures with voids leading to 
variations in density.  Figure 11 exhibits a strong correlation of fit between TED™ and GED. Figure 12 shows 
a strong correlation between part density and TED™. Figures 13 and 14 further underscore the strong 
correlation between energy input and the radiated thermal response of the process (TED™).
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the many useful technical discussions with Dr. Vivek R Dav  of Northern New é
Hampshire Technical Associates.

Figure 8 is a correlation plot of the 
process thermal energy response 
(TED™) to the energy input to the 
process (GED). The strength of the 
correlation of fit is very strong with 
an R² value of 0.9889. 

In addition, process output density measurements were 
conducted on right circular cylinders (Figure 3). Density 
coupons from selected input parameter Global Energy 
Density (GED) settings are listed in Table 2. Archimedes 
density measurements were made on cylinders in the as-
deposited condition.  As-deposited specimens were 
metallographically prepared and etched using Kroll’s 
reagent to reveal salient microstructural features. 
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Figure 10: Photomicrographs of selected regions in the process map of 
Figure 9:  a) lack of fusion or angular porosity region associated with low 

laser power and high scanning speed; and b) spherical porosity region 
associated with high laser power low scanning speed.
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Results of the previous section show that TED™ varies with 
process input parameters P and V with fixed part geometry. 
Additional work has shown that TED™ also varies with part 
geometry under fixed P and V as demonstrated in Figure 15. 

Variations in part geometry lead to changes in heat 
conduction within the part.  Heat conduction plays a 
significant role in determining melt pool conditions and 
corresponding part thermal history.  Recent work has 
demonstrated that closed loop control of TED™ can 
maintain constant TED™ and therefore constant density 
regardless of intentional or natural changes in PV inputs or 
part geometry.
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Figure 15: An illustration of how an in-process metric like TED™ could be used for 
maintaining melt pool quality during closed loop feedback control of the process.
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